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We visited the Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture Planning and Preservation on 20 June 
2014. We asked to speak to the Dean, Mark Wigley, to congratulate him for a highly successful program 
which features latest technology for architects. Mr. Wigley was out so we left our names with his assistant, 
identifying ourselves as alumni of the Class of 1968. 
 
Then we toured the upper floor studios and subterranean complex where summer students were diligently 
working. 
 
We were surprised at the decrepit state of the historic building, Avery Hall, home of the world famous Avery 
Architectural Library. But recognized the decrepitude customarily displayed by non-profits to induce 
generous contributions from donors like us. We introduced ourselves to staff and students as oligarchs who 
abandoned architectural practice to acquire serious wealth now beating off deans and architects with a 2x4. 
 
The students were not impressed by our performance, having been beaten by 2x4s for years on the way to 
becoming masterful wielders of abusive tools of the ugliest and most environmentally damaging property 
ever created, design, fabricated, exported and outsourced by universities from the Five Eyes of US, UK, CA, 
AU and NZ armed with the most exquisitely destructive technology to assure steady customer consumption 
of hardware and software architecture of armaments to spy on and terrify their citizens, neighbors, allies and 
each other. 
 
A business development partner at “world-class” architectural firm KPF brags of projects in 147 countries as 
if reproducing these globally placeless world finance piles was not shameful. Even at this time there is a US 
architectural scherazade being choregraphed for the US State Department by the misleadingly named 
“Storefront for Art and Architecture” at the Venice Biennale, glorifying US financial architecture of greed 
celebrated by bold names erecting vulgarest of totems to centralized wealth and power.. 
 
Virtually all the students appeared to be from outside the United States, a reminder that US universities 
could not survive without foreigners’ capability to pay highest of tuition to learn how the US dominates the 
architecture of the planet through finance, armaments, spying, technology, professions and “higher” 
education. 
 
Below a few photos of the disrepaired historic landmark and students, followed by a class curricula in urban 
design titled “Theme: Housing Eight Million New Yorkers.” Domiciled in curated high-rise million-dollar 
favelas. 



 



 



 



6th Floor Studio Urban Design 
 

 



6th Floor Studio Urban Design 
 

 



6th Floor Studio Urban Design with Oligarch 
 

 



5th Floor Studio from 6th Floor 

 
 
5th Floor Studio 

 






























